MODIFICATION 3 TO SAA2-402012

REIMBURSABLE SPACE ACT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
AND
SRI INTERNATIONAL

SRI International (hereinafter "SRI" or "Partner") and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (hereinafter "NASA") executed a Reimbursable Space Act Agreement, as amended (hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Original Agreement"), effective as of March 27, 2007 for the purpose of utilizing Moffett Federal Airfield facilities.

NASA and SRI hereby agree to extend the duration of the Original Agreement for two (2) additional years, such that the term of the Original Agreement shall expire on January 13, 2012. In addition, this modification updates the Schedule and Milestones section of the Original Agreement as follows:

Aircraft (King Air 200T, N45E/N45N/N44U)

Aircraft located at KNUQ – N45N
Test Flights – N45N
Aircraft arrives at KNUQ – N44U
Equipment Installation, ground test, and flight test – N44U
Equipment upgrades – N45N
Test Flights – N45N
Test Flights – N44U
Aircraft leaves KNUQ – N44U
Equipment upgrades – N45N
Test Flights – N45N

18 Nov 2009
Month of Dec 2009
1 Feb 2010
1 Feb to Apr 2010
Month of Mar 2010
Month of Apr 2010
Month of May 2010
1 Jun 2010
Month of Jul 2010
Month of Sep 2010

[Remainder of page intentionally blank]
Except as set forth in this modification, the provisions of the Original Agreement, including the requirement of an annual Support Agreement under paragraph "5. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS," remain in full force. If the provisions of this modification conflict with the provisions of the Original Agreement, then the provisions of this modification shall prevail.

SRI International

By Margaret Baxter Pearson
Division Manager of Contracts
SRI International

Date: 1/8/2010

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

By Deborah Feng
Director for Center Operations
Ames Research Center

Date: 1/12/2010